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Goal: ”machine reading”

Reading the Web: A Breakthrough Goal for AI

I believe AI has an opportunity to achieve a true 
breakthrough over the coming decade by at last solving 
the problem of reading natural language text to extract its 
factual content. In fact, I hereby offer to bet anyone a 
lobster dinner that by 2015 we will have a computer 
program capable of automatically reading at least 80% of 
the factual content [on the] web, and placing those facts in 
a structured knowledge base. The significance of this AI 
achievement would be tremendous: it would immediately 
increase by many orders of magnitude the volume, 
breadth, and depth of ground facts and general 
knowledge accessible to knowledge based AI programs. In 
essence, computers would be harvesting in structured 
form the huge volume of knowledge that millions of 
humans are entering daily on the web in the form of 
unstructured text.

— Tom Mitchell, 2004

illustration from DARPA
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Relation extraction example

CHICAGO (AP) — Citing high fuel prices, United Airlines said Friday it 
has increased fares by $6 per round trip on flights to some cities also 
served by lower-cost carriers. American Airlines, a unit of AMR, 
immediately matched the move, spokesman Tim Wagner said. 
United, a unit of UAL, said the increase took effect Thursday night 
and applies to most routes where it competes against discount 
carriers, such as Chicago to Dallas and Atlanta and Denver to San 
Francisco, Los Angeles and New York.

example from Jim Martin

Subject Relation Object

American Airlines subsidiary AMR

Tim Wagner employee American Airlines

United Airlines subsidiary UAL
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competitor

supplier

Example: company relationships

competitor

competitor

partner

supplier

investor

partner

investor
competitor

partner

Microsoft is working with Intel to improve laptop touchpads ...

Anobit Technologies was acquired by Apple for $450M.

Volkswagen partners with Apple on iBeetle ...
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Example: gene regulation

structured knowledge extraction:  
summary for machine

Subject Relation Object

p53 is_a protein

Bax is_a protein

p53 has_function apoptosis

Bax has_function induction

apoptosis involved_in cell_death

Bax is_in mitochondrial
outer membrane

Bax is_in cytoplasm

apoptosis related_to caspase activation

... ... ...

textual abstract: 
summary for human
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Lexical semantic relations

Many NLP applications require 
understanding relations between 
word senses: synonymy, antonymy, 
hyponymy, meronymy.

WordNet is a machine-readable 
database of relations between word 
senses, and an indispensable 
resource in many NLP tasks.

http://wordnetweb.princeton.edu/perl/webwn

vehicle
    craft
        aircraft
            airplane
            dirigible
            helicopter
        spacecraft
        watercraft
            boat
            ship
            yacht
    rocket
        missile
        multistage rocket
    wheeled vehicle
        automobile
        bicycle
        locomotive
        wagon

http://wordnetweb.princeton.edu/perl/webwn
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WordNet is incomplete

In WordNet 3.1 Not in WordNet 3.1

insulin
progesterone

leptin
pregnenolone

combustibility
navigability

affordability
reusability

HTML XML

Google, Yahoo Microsoft, IBM

Esp. for specific domains: restaurants, auto parts, finance

Esp. neologisms: iPad, selfie, bitcoin, twerking, Hadoop, dubstep

But WordNet is manually constructed, and has many gaps!
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Example: extending WordNet

video game
  action game
    ball and paddle game
      Breakout
    platform game
      Donkey Kong
    shooter
      arcade shooter
        Space Invaders
      first-person shooter
        Call of Duty
      third-person shooter
        Tomb Raider
  adventure game
    text adventure
    graphic adventure
  strategy game
    4X game
      Civilization
    tower defense
      Plants vs. Zombies

Mirror ran a headline questioning 
whether the killer’s actions were a 
result of playing Call of Duty, a 
first-person shooter game ...

Melee, in video game terms, is a style 
of elbow-drop hand-to-hand combat 
popular in first-person shooters and 
other shooters.

Tower defense is a kind of real-time 
strategy game in which the goal is to 
protect an area/place/locality and 
prevent enemies from reaching ...
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Example: extending Freebase

/people/person/date_of_death

Barbara Bush       2018-04-17
Milos Forman       2018-04-14
Winnie Mandela     2018-04-11

Freebase: 20K relations, 40M entities, 70B facts

Curation is an ongoing challenge — things change!

Relies heavily on relation extraction from the web

/organization/organization/parent

tbh                Facebook
Kaggle             Google
LinkedIn           Microsoft

/music/artist/track

Frank Ocean      Chanel
Cardi B          Bodak Yellow
Selena Gomez     Bad Liar

/film/film/starring

Wonder Woman     Gal Gadot
Dunkirk          Tom Hardy
Tomb Raider      Alicia Vikander
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Approaches to relation extraction

1. Hand-built patterns

2. Bootstrapping methods

3. Supervised methods

4. Distant supervision

5. Other related work
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Approaches to relation extraction

1. Hand-built patterns

2. Bootstrapping methods

3. Supervised methods

4. Distant supervision

5. Other related work
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Patterns for learning hyponyms

● Intuition from Hearst (1992)
Agar is a substance prepared from a mixture 
of red algae, such as Gelidium, for laboratory 
or industrial use.

● What does Gelidium mean?

● How do you know?
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● Intuition from Hearst (1992)
Agar is a substance prepared from a mixture 
of red algae, such as Gelidium, for laboratory 
or industrial use.

● What does Gelidium mean?

● How do you know?

Patterns for learning hyponyms
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Hearst’s lexico-syntactic patterns

Ys such as X ((, X)* (, and/or) X)
such Ys as X…
X… or other Ys
X… and other Ys
Ys including X…
Ys, especially X…

Hearst, 1992.  Automatic Acquisition of Hyponyms.
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Examples: “Ys, especially X”

The best part of the night was seeing all of the tweets of the performers, 
especially Miley Cyrus and Drake. ✓

Those child stars, especially Miley Cyrus, I feel like you have to put the fault 
on the media. ✓

Kelly wasn’t shy about sharing her feelings about some of the musical acts, 
especially Miley Cyrus. ✓

Rihanna was bored with everything at the MTV VMAs, especially Miley 
Cyrus. ✗

The celebrities enjoyed themselves while sipping on delicious cocktails, 
especially Miley Cyrus who landed the coveted #1 spot. ✗

None of these girls are good idols or role models, especially Miley Cyrus. ✗
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Examples: “X was founded by Y”

NeXT was founded by Steve Jobs in 1985, after he was ousted from Apple 
Computers by John Sculley. ✓

Since 2002, when Blue Origin rival SpaceX was founded by Elon Musk, 
venture investment in the sector has increased markedly. ✓

Microsoft was founded by Paul Allen and Bill Gates on April 4, 1975, to 
develop and sell BASIC interpreters for the Altair 8800. ✓

The first successful commercial winery in New York was founded by Jean 
Jacques in 1839, at Washingtonville, on the west bank of the Hudson. ✗

One of the most obscure and fascinating companies implicated in the 
Panama Papers was founded by Jürgen Mossack in 1977. ✗

The largest annual space event on Earth was founded by the United 
Nations General Assembly and has been running every year since 1999. ✗
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Examples: founder patterns

Elon Musk, the creator and founder of SpaceX, poked fun at the chaos his 
rocket launch caused for Californians on social media Friday night.

The co-founder of PayPal, Elon Musk, established SpaceX in 2002 with the 
goal of increasing space travel by reducing the cost of space launches.

Elon Musk co-founded PayPal and Tesla Motors, and created the space 
corporation SpaceX, which is credited with sending the first ...

SpaceX was founded in 2002 by entrepreneur Elon Musk with the goal of 
reducing space transportation costs.

Elon Musk is the founder, CEO and lead designer at Space Exploration 
Technologies (SpaceX), where he oversees ...

When Elon Musk first founded his rocket-ship company SpaceX, he had no 
idea how it would make a profit.
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Problems with hand-built patterns

● Recall is not that great
○ Any finite set of patterns will fail to match many potential 

extractions

● Precision is not great either!
○ Many pattern-driven extractions are just wrong
○ Hearst: 66% accuracy on hyponym extraction

● Requires hand-building patterns for each relation!
○ And for every language!
○ Hard to write; hard to maintain
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Approaches to relation extraction

1. Hand-built patterns

2. Bootstrapping methods

3. Supervised methods

4. Distant supervision

5. Other related work
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Bootstrapping approaches

● If you have:
○ some seed instances of the relation
○ (or some patterns that work pretty well)
○ and lots & lots of unannotated text (e.g., the web)

● … can you use those seeds to do something useful?

● Bootstrapping can be considered semi-supervised
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Bootstrapping example

● Target relation: burial place

● Seed tuple: [Mark Twain, Elmira]

● Grep/Google for “Mark Twain” and “Elmira”

“Mark Twain is buried in Elmira, NY.”
→   X is buried in Y

“The grave of Mark Twain is in Elmira”
→   The grave of X is in Y

“Elmira is Mark Twain’s final resting place”
→   Y is X’s final resting place

● Use those patterns to search for new tuples

slide adapted from Jim Martin

http://www.google.com/search?sourceid=chrome&ie=UTF-8&q=%22*+is+buried+in+*%22
http://www.google.com/search?hl=en&q=%22the+grave+of+*+is+in+*%22&aq=f&aql=&aqi=&oq=
http://www.google.com/search?hl=en&q=%22*+is+*'s+final+resting+place%22&aq=f&aql=&aqi=&oq=
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Bootstrapping example
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The bootstrapping loop

slide adapted from Jim Martin
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DIPRE (Brin 1998)

Extract (author, book) pairs
Start with these 5 seeds:

Iterate: use these patterns to get more instances & patterns…

Learn these patterns:
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Bootstrapping problems

● Requires that we have seeds for each relation
○ Sensitive to original set of seeds

● Big problem of semantic drift at each iteration

● Precision tends to be not that high

● Generally have lots of parameters to be tuned

● No probabilistic interpretation
○ Hard to know how confident to be in each result
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Approaches to relation extraction

1. Hand-built patterns

2. Bootstrapping methods

3. Supervised methods

4. Distant supervision

5. Other related work
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Supervised relation extraction

For each pair of entities in a sentence, predict the 
relation type (if any) that holds between them.

The supervised approach requires:

● Defining an inventory of relation types
● Collecting labeled training data (the hard part!)
● Designing a feature representation
● Choosing a classifier: Naïve Bayes, MaxEnt, SVM, ...
● Evaluating the results
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An inventory of relation types

Relation types used in the ACE 2008 evaluation
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Labeled training data

Datasets used in the ACE 2008 evaluation
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Feature representations

● Lightweight features — require little pre-processing
○ Bags of words & bigrams between, before, and after the entities
○ Stemmed versions of the same
○ The types of the entities
○ The distance (number of words) between the entities

● Medium-weight features — require base phrase chunking
○ Base-phrase chunk paths
○ Bags of chunk heads

● Heavyweight features — require full syntactic parsing
○ Dependency-tree paths between the entities
○ Constituent-tree paths between the entities
○ Tree distance between the entities
○ Presence of particular constructions in a constituent structure
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Classifiers

Now use any (multiclass) classifier you like:

● multiclass SVM

● MaxEnt (aka multiclass logistic regression)

● Naïve Bayes

● etc.
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Zhou et al. 2005 results
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Supervised RE: summary

● Supervised approach can achieve high accuracy
○ At least, for some relations
○ If we have lots of hand-labeled training data

● But has significant limitations!
○ Labeling 5,000 relations (+ named entities) is expensive
○ Doesn’t generalize to different relations, languages

● Next: beyond supervised relation extraction
○ Distantly supervised relation extraction
○ Unsupervised relation extraction
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Approaches to relation extraction

1. Hand-built patterns

2. Bootstrapping methods

3. Supervised methods

4. Distant supervision

5. Other related work
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Distant supervision paradigm

● Hypothesis: If two entities belong to a certain relation, any sentence 
containing those two entities is likely to express that relation

● Key idea: use a database of relations to get lots of training examples
○ instead of hand-creating a few seed tuples (bootstrapping)
○ instead of using hand-labeled corpus (supervised)

Snow, Jurafsky, Ng. 2005. Learning syntactic patterns for 
automatic hypernym discovery. NIPS 17

Mintz, Bills, Snow, Jurafsky.  2009.  Distant supervision 
for relation extraction without labeled data.  ACL-2009.
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Hypernyms via distant supervision

We construct a noisy training set consisting of occurrences from our corpus 
that contain a hyponym-hypernym pair from WordNet.

This yields high-signal examples like:

“...consider authors like Shakespeare...”
“Some authors (including Shakespeare)...”
“Shakespeare was the author of several...”
“Shakespeare, author of The Tempest...”

slide adapted from Rion Snow
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Hypernyms via distant supervision

We construct a noisy training set consisting of occurrences from our corpus 
that contain a hyponym-hypernym pair from WordNet.

This yields high-signal examples like:

“...consider authors like Shakespeare...”
“Some authors (including Shakespeare)...”
“Shakespeare was the author of several...”
“Shakespeare, author of The Tempest...”

But also noisy examples like:

“The author of Shakespeare in Love...”
“...authors at the Shakespeare Festival...”

slide adapted from Rion Snow
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Learning hypernym patterns

slide adapted from Rion Snow

1. Take 6M newswire sentences

2. Collect noun pairs

3. Is pair a hypernym in WordNet?

4. Parse the sentences

5. Extract patterns

6. Train classifier on patterns

... doubly heavy hydrogen atom called deuterium ...

e.g. (atom, deuterium)
752,311 pairs from 6M sentences of newswire

14,387 yes; 737,924 no

69,592 dependency paths with >5 pairs

logistic regression with 70K features
(converted to 974,288 bucketed binary features)
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One of 70,000 patterns

slide adapted from Rion Snow

Pattern: <superordinate> called <subordinate>
or: <Y> called <X>

Learned from cases such as:

(sarcoma, cancer) …an uncommon bone cancer called osteogenic sarcoma and to…
(deuterium, atom) …heavy water rich in the doubly heavy hydrogen atom called deuterium.

New pairs discovered:  

(efflorescence, condition) …and a condition called efflorescence are other reasons for…
(O’neal_inc, company) …The company, now called O'Neal Inc., was sole distributor of…
(hat_creek_outfit, ranch) …run a small ranch called the Hat Creek Outfit.
(hiv-1, aids_virus) …infected by the AIDS virus, called HIV-1.
(bateau_mouche, attraction) …local sightseeing attraction called the Bateau Mouche...
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Syntactic dependency paths

slide adapted from Rion Snow

Patterns are based on paths through dependency 
parses generated by MINIPAR (Lin, 1998)

Extract shortest path:
-N:s:VBE, be, VBE:pred:N

Example word pair: (Shakespeare, author)
Example sentence: “Shakespeare was the author of several plays...”

Minipar parse:
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P/R of hypernym extraction patterns

slide adapted from Rion Snow
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P/R of hypernym extraction patterns
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P/R of hypernym extraction patterns
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P/R of hypernym extraction patterns
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P/R of hypernym classifier

logistic regression

10-fold Cross Validation on 
14,000 WordNet-Labeled Pairs
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P/R of hypernym classifier

logistic regression

F-score

10-fold Cross Validation on 
14,000 WordNet-Labeled Pairs
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What about other relations?

Mintz, Bills, Snow, Jurafsky (2009).
Distant supervision for relation extraction without labeled data.

102 relations
940,000 entities

1.8 million instances

Training set

1.8 million articles
25.7 million sentences

Corpus
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Frequent Freebase relations
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Collecting training data

Bill Gates founded Microsoft in 1975.
Bill Gates, founder of Microsoft, …
Bill Gates attended Harvard from…
Google was founded by Larry Page …

Founder: (Bill Gates, Microsoft)
Founder: (Larry Page, Google)
CollegeAttended: (Bill Gates, Harvard)

Corpus text

Freebase

Training data
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Collecting training data

Bill Gates founded Microsoft in 1975.
Bill Gates, founder of Microsoft, …
Bill Gates attended Harvard from…
Google was founded by Larry Page …

Founder: (Bill Gates, Microsoft)
Founder: (Larry Page, Google)
CollegeAttended: (Bill Gates, Harvard)

Corpus text

Freebase

(Bill Gates, Microsoft)
Label: Founder
Feature: X founded Y

Training data
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Collecting training data

Bill Gates founded Microsoft in 1975.
Bill Gates, founder of Microsoft, …
Bill Gates attended Harvard from…
Google was founded by Larry Page …

Founder: (Bill Gates, Microsoft)
Founder: (Larry Page, Google)
CollegeAttended: (Bill Gates, Harvard)

Corpus text

Freebase

(Bill Gates, Microsoft)
Label: Founder
Feature: X founded Y
Feature: X, founder of Y

Training data
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Collecting training data

Bill Gates founded Microsoft in 1975.
Bill Gates, founder of Microsoft, …
Bill Gates attended Harvard from…
Google was founded by Larry Page …

Founder: (Bill Gates, Microsoft)
Founder: (Larry Page, Google)
CollegeAttended: (Bill Gates, Harvard)

Corpus text

Freebase

(Bill Gates, Microsoft)
Label: Founder
Feature: X founded Y
Feature: X, founder of Y

Training data

(Bill Gates, Harvard)
Label: CollegeAttended
Feature: X attended Y
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Collecting training data

Bill Gates founded Microsoft in 1975.
Bill Gates, founder of Microsoft, …
Bill Gates attended Harvard from…
Google was founded by Larry Page …

Founder: (Bill Gates, Microsoft)
Founder: (Larry Page, Google)
CollegeAttended: (Bill Gates, Harvard)

Corpus text

Freebase

(Bill Gates, Microsoft)
Label: Founder
Feature: X founded Y
Feature: X, founder of Y

Training data

(Larry Page, Google)
Label: Founder
Feature: Y was founded by X

(Bill Gates, Harvard)
Label: CollegeAttended
Feature: X attended Y
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Negative training data

Larry Page took a swipe at Microsoft...
...after Harvard invited Larry Page to...
Google is Bill Gates' worst fear ...

Corpus text

(Larry Page, Microsoft)
Label: NO_RELATION
Feature: X took a swipe at Y

Training data

(Bill Gates, Google)
Label: NO_RELATION
Feature: Y is X's worst fear

(Larry Page, Harvard)
Label: NO_RELATION
Feature: Y invited X

Can’t train a classifier with only positive 
data! Need negative training data too!

Solution?
Sample 1% of unrelated pairs of entities.

Result: roughly balanced data.
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Predictions!

The experiment

(Steve Jobs, Reed College)
Label: ???
Feature: X attended Y

(Bill Gates, Microsoft)
Label: Founder
Feature: X founded Y
Feature: X, founder of Y

(Larry Page, Google)
Label: Founder
Feature: Y was founded by X

(Bill Gates, Harvard)
Label: CollegeAttended
Feature: X attended Y

(Henry Ford, Ford Motor Co.)
Label: ???
Feature: X founded Y
Feature: Y was founded by X

Test data

(Larry Page, Microsoft)
Label: NO_RELATION
Feature: X took a swipe at Y

(Bill Gates, Google)
Label: NO_RELATION
Feature: Y is X's worst fear

(Larry Page, Harvard)
Label: NO_RELATION
Feature: Y invited X

Positive training data

Negative training data

Learning:
multiclass 
logistic 
regression

Trained
relation
classifier

(Henry Ford, Ford Motor Co.)
Label: Founder

(Steve Jobs, Reed College)
Label: CollegeAttended
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Benefits of distant supervision

● Has advantages of supervised approach
○ leverage rich, reliable hand-created knowledge
○ relations have canonical names
○ can use rich features (e.g. syntactic features)

● Has advantages of unsupervised approach
○ leverage unlimited amounts of text data
○ allows for very large number of weak features
○ not sensitive to training corpus: genre-independent
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Lexical and syntactic features

Astronomer Edwin Hubble was born in Marshfield, Missouri.
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High-weight features
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Experimental set-up

● 1.8 million relation instances used for training
○ Compared to 17,000 relation instances in ACE

● 800,000 Wikipedia articles used for training,
400,000 different articles used for testing

● Only extract relation instances not already in 
Freebase
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It works!

Ten relation instances extracted by the system that weren’t in Freebase
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Evaluation

● Held-out evaluation
○ Train on 50% of gold-standard Freebase relation instances,

test on other 50%
○ Used to tune parameters quickly without having to wait for 

human evaluation

● Human evaluation
○ Performed by evaluators on Amazon Mechanical Turk
○ Calculated precision at 100 and 1000 recall levels

for the ten most common relations
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Held-out evaluation

Automatic evaluation on 900K instances of 102 Freebase relations.
Precision for three different feature sets is reported at various recall levels.
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Distant supervision: takeaways

● The distant supervision approach uses a database of 
known relation instances as a source of supervision

● We’re classifying pairs of entities, not pairs of entity 
mentions

● The features for a pair of entities describe the patterns 
in which the two entities have co-occurred across many 
sentences in a large corpus

● Can make use of 100x or even 1000x more data than in 
the supervised paradigm
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Approaches to relation extraction

1. Hand-built patterns

2. Bootstrapping methods

3. Supervised methods

4. Distant supervision

5. Other related work
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What else is out there?

● Open information extraction (OpenIE) aims to 
extract all relations from text, without supervision 
or any fixed set of relations.

(Google, is based in, Mountain View)
(Mountain View, is home to, Google)

● Knowledge base completion (KBC) aims to use 
information in a KB to fill in missing entries.

(AB, country_of_birth, Iceland)
=> (AB, speaks_language, Icelandic)
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OpenIE demo

http://openie.allenai.org/

http://openie.allenai.org/
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For next time

● Read Mintz et al. 2009

● Start working through the relation extraction 
codebook, rel_ext.ipynb


